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MALNUTRITION, OBESITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE THREATEN OUR FUTURE
Having dropped one bombshell report this month warning that our food choices are destroying the world, the British
medical journal The Lancet has now dropped a second that says we’re now in a perfect storm of undernutrition, obesity
and climate change. The Lancet calls it the “Global Syndemic.” The report’s authors say we’re facing three pandemics —
undernutrition, obesity and climate change — that are interacting to form a “synergy of epidemics,” or syndemic, and it’s a
global problem. Meanwhile, climate change is having serious effects on human health, bringing “crop failures, reduced
food production, extreme weather events that produce droughts and flooding, increased food-borne and other infectious
diseases, and civil unrest.” Those climate effects, the report says, will end up costing five to 10 per cent of global GDP,
while investing just one per cent of GDP could stop the increase in climate change. The Lancet report is blunt about why
we do so little, citing “the power of vested interests by commercial actors whose engagement in policy often constitutes a
conflict of interest that is at odds with the public good and planetary health.” For example, “The fossil fuel and food
industries that are responsible for driving the Global Syndemic receive more than $5 trillion in annual subsidies from
governments.” In other words, we’re spending our tax dollars on the razors that are cutting our own throats. In the long
run we are indeed dead, but our children and grandchildren will be alive. They in turn will be concerned about their own
children and grandchildren. The next few generations will endure some very bad times. But if we can form the kinds of
national and international coalitions called for in The Lancet
report, we — not the industrial lobbies — will make the future
far better for everyone. Read More at The Tyee
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AMERICA COLONISATION COOLED EARTH'S CLIMATE
"The Great Dying of the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas led to the
abandonment of enough cleared land that the resulting terrestrial carbon
uptake had a detectable impact on both atmospheric CO2 and global surface
air temperatures," Alexander Koch and colleagues write in their paper
published in Quaternary Science Reviews. It's the UCL group's estimate that
60 million people were living across the Americas at the end of the 15th
Century (about 10% of the world's total population), and that this was
reduced to just five or six million within a hundred years. "And what we see
from this study is the scale of what's required, because the Great Dying
resulted in an area the size of France being reforested and that gave us only
a few ppm. This is useful; it shows us what reforestation can do. But at the
same, that kind of reduction is worth perhaps just two years of fossil fuel
emissions at the present rate." Co-author Dr Chris Brierley told BBC News.
Read More at BBC News
Credit: Getty Images

GREENLAND'S RAPIDLY MELTING ICE
THREATENS PEOPLE LIVING IN POVERTY
THE MOST
Scientists say Greenland’s ice sheets may have reached a
“tipping point,” a stage of irrevocable melting, which would have
dire consequences for people living on coastlines and beyond
around the world, according to the New York Times. The latest
research, published in the science journal the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, adds to a growing consensus that
Greenland’s melting will only accelerate over time. As ice turns
to water, it becomes darker and absorbs more sunlight. This, in
turn, raises the surrounding temperature and causes more ice to
melt. The absolute melt of Greenland is unlikely to happen
within this century, but current rates of greenhouse gas
emissions indicate that it’s likely to happen at some point. On
the contrary, if countries aggressively cut their greenhouse gas
emissions and transitioned to renewable sources of energy,
Greenland’s ice sheets could be saved from melting.
Read More at Global Citizen.
Credit: David Goldman/AP

CANADIAN OIL AND GAS COMMISSION
CONFIRMS FRACKING CAUSED EARTHQUAKES
FELT BY HUNDREDS; IN CHINA TOO
British Columbia’s energy regulator confirmed that Canadian
Natural Resources Ltd. caused three felt earthquakes while
conducting hydraulic fracturing operations south of Fort St. John
last month, in northeast BC. The regulator also revealed that
CNRL well operators expected that “induced seismicity was likely
to occur, but events larger than magnitude 3 were not expected.”
According to a 2017 study published in the science journal
Nature, China’s fracking industry has triggered four magnitude
4.0 quakes or greater in addition to 2,400 smaller scale tremors
in the Sichuan Basin, the country’s richest natural gas deposit.
Read More at The Tyee
Credit: Seven Generations Energy
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FEMALE GLOBAL HEALTH LEADERSHIP: DATA-DRIVEN
APPROACHES TO CLOSE THE GENDER GAP
Women hold a minority of health leadership positions globally.
Yet, 75–80% of trainees, health workers and faculty interested
in global health are women. This disparity in global health
leadership negatively affects health outcomes for women and
children worldwide. We aimed to investigate the gender-based
challenges of female health trainees and professionals and
identify data-driven interventions. Gender balance helps
institutions to reflect the populations they serve and improves
health outcomes. We must commit to providing a safe
environment for everyone or risk losing a generation of female
health workers who play a crucial part in improving health
globally. Read More at The Lancet
Credit: UN Women National Committee Aotearoa New Zealand

WHY EBOLA VACCINE ON TRIAL IN THE DRC IS
RAISING HOPES
The World Health Organisation has emphasised that an
experimental vaccine is playing a major role in controlling the
spread of Ebola in the ongoing outbreak in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). Without the vaccine, the outbreak has
the potential to spiral out of control, considering the country’s
social and political landscape as well as the sheer ability of the
virus to spread. Currently, the WHO and the international
community are in favour of the Merck rVSV-ZEBOV vaccine, as it
has already been used and a number of studies prove that it’s a
promising candidate for licensing in the near future. In the current
scenario, it’s a ray of hope in addressing the current outbreak and
preparing for future ones.The challenge, however, is to reach
adequate numbers of vaccinated people in unfavourable
sociopolitical and underdeveloped infrastructure situations.
Read More at The Conversation

Credit: Shutterstock

FUTURE FARMING: HIGH-TECH AGRICULTURE
With the world's population predicted to grow from 7.7 billion to
almost 10 billion by 2050, the demand for food is increasing as
climate change is expanding deserts, exacerbating droughts and
floods, and making agriculture ever more unpredictable. Here's
how modern farmers are doing more with less while trying to
minimize their environmental impact:
1. Indoor Growing
2. Atmospheric Water Generation
3. Tech Farming
4. Slashing Cows' Methane
5. No-Till Farming
Read More at Sierra Club
Credit: Top images
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CARBON OFFSETS: WORTH BUYING TO FIGHT
CLIMATE CHANGE?
If you've ever booked a flight with an airline like Air Canada or WestJet, you
might have been offered a chance to pay money to "offset" the carbon
emissions from your flight. But what exactly does that mean? Is it worthwhile?
And how do you know you're really getting what you pay for? "They are a tool
that's available to get further reductions [globally] than we would have
otherwise achieved," says Christine Carter, sales and marketing manager for
Canadian offset vendor Less Emissions. It's a subsidiary of clean-energy
provider Bullfrog Power that sells most of its offsets to Air Canada passengers
wanting to offset their flights. The UN is launching a Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) starting in 2021,
requiring participating airlines to purchase offsets for emissions above 2020
levels on certain routes. "People and businesses and government should be
taking any action available to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by
choosing green alternatives," said Carter. Read More at CBC News
Credit: Max Rossi/Reuters

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY:
WE’RE GOING IN THE WRONG DIRECTION ON
MEASLES PREVENTION
Rapid action is needed in every region of the world to get countries
back on track in the global fight against measles, amid a projected
near-doubling in the number of cases, since 2017. That’s according
to Dr Katherine O’Brien from the World Health Organization, who
stressed that the existing double-dose vaccination has proved to be
extremely effective – and safe - since it was introduced 50 years
ago. Nonetheless, in recent years vaccine coverage has stalled, at
85%. This is far short of the 95% needed to prevent outbreaks and
leaves many people susceptible to the disease. Second-dose
coverage stands at only 67%. Countries should also identify and
address all communities that are under-immunized. Read More at
UN News
See Also: 'Bring back our #ChildHoodDiseases,' White House
official's wife says as she criticizes vaccines

Credit: UNICEF/UN0201055/Krepkih

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS:
INDIGENOUS HOMELESS YOUTH PROGRAM READY
FOR CLIENTS
An Indigenous youth homeless project in Hamilton, Ontario will
now start taking in clients. The Endaayaang project, meaning 'Our
Home' in Ojibwe, was announced in November 2017 and is one of
12 projects across the country aimed at youth homelessness. The
program is set up to be culturally sensitive. There is a research
component for this project which will be different from the other
initiatives across the country. Here, the Indigenous researcher will
be working directly with the clients. "We've come to realize there
is so much value to be learned from Indigenous ways of knowing
that we need to infuse all of our work with that knowledge, so it's
kind of taken us on a journey," said Stephen Gaetz, president and
CEO of the Canadian Observatory on Homelessness. Read More at
CBC News
Credit: Trevor Brine/CBC
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

QUOTE OF THE

United Nations chief, Antonio
Guterres, says the world is losing
WEEKthe race with climate change and
“this can be a disaster for Africa”
and beyond. He urged more political
will for financing and adaptation as
he spoke ahead of the recent summit of the African Union continental
body in Addis Ababa.
Read More at Indian Express

Credit: AP Photo

Credit: Hoover Institution

EVENTSTABLE
DATE

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

REGISTER
https://www.horizons.ca/blog/2018/8/1/mnchapply-now-third-canada-guatemala-knowledgeexchange

Feb 23 –
March 4

Third Canada-Guatemala Knowledge Exchange

Guatemala

Mar.
5th -7th

Africa Health Agenda: International Conference
2019

Kigali
Rwanda

https://ahaic.org/

Mar.
8th-10th

10th Annual CUGH Conference—Translation and
Implementation for Impact in Global Health

Chicago
USA

https://www.cugh.org/events/2019-annual-cughglobal-health-conference

Mar.

2019 Climate Leadership Conference and
Awards

Baltimore

20th -22nd

USA
Ottawa

Apr. 30thMay 2nd

Public Health 2019 (CPHA)

May
13th - 15th

Canadian Society for Epidemiology and
Biostatistics (CSEB): 2019 Biennial Conference

May
22nd-24th

3rd International Integrative Nursing
Symposium

Galway

June
10th-21st

5th McGill Summer Institute in
Infectious Diseases and Global Health

Montreal

June
14th-16th

Canada

North American Refugee Health Conference
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Canada
Ireland
Canada
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https://www.climateleadershipconference.org/
https://www.cpha.ca/public-health-2019program
https://cseb.ca/conferences/2019-conference/
https://www.integrativenursingsymposium.com/
http://mcgill-idgh.ca
https://facmed.registration.med.utoronto.ca/
portal/events/reg/participantTypeSelection.do?
method=load&entityId=1469515
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SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA:

FEMINISM IS FOR
EVERYBODY

Credit: Bell Hooks

“To be ‘feminist’ in any authentic sense of the term is to want for all people, female and male, liberation
from sexist role patterns, domination, and oppression.” bell hooks made this clear and powerful
statement in her 1981 study of sexism, racism, and the feminist and civil rights movements Ain't I a
Woman: Black Women and Feminism. Almost 84 years on, the world is still reckoning with pervasive and
inexcusable gender inequality underpinned by bias and sexism, and research and health care are no
exception. It is well established that women are under-represented in positions of power and
leadership, undervalued, and experience discrimination and gender-based violence in scientific and
health disciplines across the world.
On February 9, The Lancet published a theme issue on advancing women in science, medicine, and
global health, with the aim of showcasing research, commentary, and analysis that provide new
explanations and evidence for action towards gender equity. The overwhelming conclusion from this
collection of work is that, to achieve meaningful change, actions must be directed at transforming the
systems that women work within—making approaches informed by feminist analyses essential.
Read More at The Lancet
More Info about The Book at Pluto Press
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THE BROWN DOG AFFAIR ON
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION

Credit: National Anti-Vivisection Society

The Brown Dog Affair, as it was known, became a cause celebre that forced people to face an
ethical dilemma we’re still grappling with today: How much animal suffering can we justify in
the name of scientific progress? The fracas led to some of the world’s first real regulations on
animal experimentation and fueled the growth of the budding animal rights movement. But
today, it’s largely forgotten.
As the brown dog became a symbol of resistance against the male-dominated medical
establishment, an eclectic group of progressives descended on Battersea, UK to defend the
statue, including trade unionists, socialists, Marxists, and feminists. Eventually the statue fell—
not to the medical students, but to a newly-elected conservative council that had grown tired of
the cost and hassle of defending the brown dog. Under cover of darkness on the morning of
March 10, 1910, four municipal workers, escorted by 120 cops, did the dog in.
Read More at Quartz
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HOW PLANTS CAN GENERATE
ELECTRICITY TO POWER LED
LIGHT BULBS

Credit: Mrs_ya | Shutterstock

Researchers Fabian Meder, Barbara Mazzolai and their coworkers at Instituto Italiano di
Tecnologia discovered that living plants are literally a "green" power source, which may become
one of future's electricity supplies that perfectly integrates in natural environments and is
accessible all over the world. The research team is based at Center for Micro-Bio Robotics (CMBR)
of IIT in Pontedera (Pisa, Italy), and their goal is to perform advanced research and to develop
innovative methodologies, robotic technologies and new materials, inspired by the natural world.
In the article, researchers additionally describe for the first time how this effect can be used to
convert wind into electricity by plants. Researchers modified a Nerum oleander tree with artificial
leaves that touch the natural N. oleander leaves. When wind blows into the plant and moves the
leaves, the "hybrid tree" produces electricity. The electricity generated increases the more the
leaves are touched. Consequently, it can be easily up-scaled by exploiting the whole
surface of the foliage of a tree or even a forest. The results are published on Advanced
Functional Materials. Read More at Bio Fuel Daily
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SHIPPING NEWS WILL BE
INCREASINGLY GREEN – AS OWNERS
CLEAN UP THEIR ACT AND
CUSTOMERS MAKE GREENER CHOICES

Credit: Pixabay

Ships suffer the same split incentives as tenanted buildings: owners pay for energy efficiency
while occupants (or leaseholders) enjoy the lower running costs. But what if customers can
choose the cleanest greenest shipping lines? And what if new technology can rid the hull of
barnacles and provide a smoother ride? The energy savings can be huge. Captain Warwick
Norman, cofounder and former chief executive officer of Rightship and chairman of the
Australian Marine Environment Protection Association, agrees that there are few incentives for
the maritime industry to go greener.
AUSMEPA and RightShip have teamed up to develop an online tool that allows ports to
measure emissions around the port. “We saw this as an opportunity for ports to step into this
space, improving the efficiency and putting more commercial pressure on shipping industry to
shape their behaviour.” Captain Warwick Norman will be speaking about leveraging data to
bring about positive change in the maritime industry at Data4Good March 2019 in Sydney.
Read More at The Fifth Estate
June 15, 2017
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YES, INDOOR AGRICULTURE
CAN FEED THE WORLD

Credit: Micki Seibel

After seeing first-hand the scale of production and the attention paid to climate and sustainability
across the entire value chain of production, it was with great regret that I read Dr. Jonathan Foley’s
essay, “No, Vertical Farms Won’t Feed the World.” While it won’t “feed the world” all by itself (no one
farming system will), indoor agriculture is hardly “a fad” as Dr. Foley calls it. On the contrary, it has a
very important role to play in a food system that makes us resilient to climate change. One of the
recent business model innovations in indoor farming is to build the farms closer to the consumer.
As Dr. Foley points out, the travel distance contributes little to a crop’s carbon footprint. However,
growing produce closer to the point of consumption results in less food spoilage during transport and
a longer shelf life in your fridge. More food. Less waste. Indoor agriculture has a smaller footprint on
the land: one acre of indoor farming for leafy greens can produce in one year what ten acres of
farmland produces outside. The Netherlands is second to the United States in agricultural exports yet
has 1/270th of the land. More food. Less waste. Healthier food. Safer food. Less land.
Read More at The Medium
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SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION:

EDUCATION SYSTEM ALIGNMENT
FOR 21ST CENTURY SKILLS: FOCUS
ON ASSESSMENT

Credit: Shutterstock

When There has been a major shift in educational learning goals—as seen most recently by Goal 4.7 of
the Sustainable Development Goals—focused on global citizenship education and education for
sustainable development. The shift concerns recognition of the need for education systems to equip
learners with competencies such as problem-solving, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The focus on these “21st century goals” is visible in education and curricular reform,
and has been promoted by global discussions of changing work and societal needs. This paper
describes global, regional and national examples of this shift, and then focuses on implementation
challenges.
It focuses most explicitly on the issue of assessment but asserts that any major reform in an
educational philosophy shift must ensure alignment across the areas of curriculum, pedagogy and
assessment. Optimizing Assessment for All (OAA) is a project of the Center for Universal Education
(CUE) at the Brookings Institution that seeks to shift minds toward the constructive use of assessment
by all stakeholders. The project is designed to develop the capacity for use of classroom-level
assessment of 21st century skills to support learning, as well as best practices geared
towards improving the competencies and skill sets needed by a new generation of students
to thrive in the 21st century. Read More at Brookings
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Metaphors of Cross-Country Skiing
Mt. Orford Provincial Park, Quebec
February 17, 2019
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